
REVIEW
of Anna Voronenko's article «Regional specifics of sea fleet development

in the Russian Far East: current situation and perspectives».

The scientific article by Anna Voronenko is devoted to an urgent problem -

the development of the navy in the Russian Far East. Of particular importance to

this work is the fact that the article pays great attention to the fleet forecasting

methodology based on cargo forecasts and offers an example of a forecast for the

Russian Far East.

In addition, the article considers the historical aspect of the development of

the navy in Russia: in the period from 1980 to 2019. Also presented is a unique

methodology for determining the demand for the fleet based on the forecast of

cargo traffic, which uses such estimation and calculation methods as the method

based on comparing the forecast volumes of transport work with the transport

potential of ships, the dependency method, the method of expert estimates, as well

as combinations of the previously mentioned methods.

The author notes that the growth of trade and maritime cargo flows in the

Asia-Pacific region determines the opportunities for Russia to effectively enter

new Asian markets for trade, shipping, shipping services, etc., which creates

opportunities and needs for the development of shipping and shipbuilding in the

Far East. East related to maritime activities in general and related services. But,

unfortunately, the aging of the fleet and the loss of market positions in shipping,

obviously, occur faster than these problems are solved. There is a need for

systemic measures covering all the necessary issues of managing the conditions of

navigation.

The article is well structured, written in a clear and understandable language,

the conclusions are logical, the sources used correspond to the stated topic.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the scientific work is devoid of

obvious shortcomings and can be recommended for publication.
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